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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
Happy July 4th — Nimrodians want to "reset" the world to Pre-4 
1776. What we need is a reset TO the DECLARATION of 1776. 5 
Have you noticed that we celebrate our birthday on July 4th, and 6 
not October 19, the date Cornwallis surrendered to George 7 
Washington in 1781? July 4th, not September 3, commemorating 8 
the official ending of the war against Britain in 1783 with the 9 
Treaty of Paris. July 4th, not September 29, commemorating the 10 
ratification of our Constitution in 1789? July 4th, not December 15, 11 
to commemorate the historic adoption of the Bill of Rights — the 12 
first ten amendments to the Constitution, sealing the contract 13 
between government and THE PEOPLE with assurance this 14 
government under God would respect, and defer to the inalienable 15 
rights of every man created in the IMAGE OF GOD. NO! 16 
The day chosen as the BIRTHDAY of this great nation is JULY 4th 17 
— commemorating THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE, 18 
at the heart of which we find the CORE PRINCIPLE OF LIBERTY 19 
—  All men are created EQUAL and ENDOWED by their 20 
CREATOR with CERTAIN INALIENABLE RIGHTS — and that 21 
among these are LIFE, LIBERTY, and the PURSUIT OF 22 
HAPPINESS — understood in the context of our CREATOR 23 
known to us by NATURAL and SPECIAL REVELATION — 24 
Nature itself revealing Him to every rational mind, and this guided 25 
by the SPECIAL REVELATION of HIS WORD through the HOLY 26 
SCRIPTURES, and the PERSON of His SON, our Lord and Saviour 27 
— JESUS CHRIST the KING! We, with Cromwell, declare we 28 
know but ONE KING, Jesus Christ, to Whom is given ALL 29 
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POWER in Heaven — AND. IN. EARTH. So that Patrick Henry 30 
would say this nation was not built upon RELIGION, but upon the 31 
GOSPEL of JESUS CHRIST! There it is, the taproot of our heritage, 32 
indeed, the seed by which this nation was conceived —Christ, the 33 
WORD that was with GOD and that IS GOD, WHO was MADE 34 
FLESH, the WORD that Jesus said IS TRUTH, that in raising up of 35 
this great nation He fulfilled His glorious promise — THE TRUTH 36 
SHALL MAKE YOU FREE, giving "the kingdom" to the nation 37 
bringing forth its fruit—THE PROCLAMATION OF LIBERTY 38 
THROUGHOUT THE LAND — the fruit from that TREE planted 39 
in righteousness and justice, brought forth the FRUIT of LIBERTY 40 
— and while in a very real way one might point to December 25th 41 
as the birthday of LIBERTY, July 4th was the day the NATION 42 
WAS BORN THAT WOULD ACKNOWLEDGE AND ASSERT 43 
THE NATURAL AND INALIENABLE RIGHTS OF MAN— 44 
The Birthday of America is July 4th — THE DAY WE DECLARED 45 
OURSELVES INDEPENDENT AND FREE, and did so on the 46 
ground of this — THAT ALL MEN ARE CREATED EQUAL, 47 
AND ENDOWED BY THEIR CREATOR WITH CERTAIN 48 
INALIENABLE RIGHTS. 49 
So, in THAT, let us rejoice, and THAT let us reaffirm, and let our 50 
celebrations this 4th DECLARE anew our RESOLVE to, 1. HAVE 51 
NO KING BUT JESUS, 2. Fearlessly assert our GOD GIVEN 52 
RIGHTS, and 3. honor our forefather's sacrifice by rising up today 53 
to BREAK off our shackles—these CHAINS of tyranny forged link 54 
by link by day and by night in the darkened hearts of dastards 55 
(spelled with a d, look it up) who with force and violence steal the 56 
people's voice and rule us without our consent; and 4. Let us 57 
stipulate our own list of grievances against a government usurped 58 
by these dastards where, contriving to steal from us the ballot, they 59 
burden us with taxes without representation, imprison the 60 
righteous and set free the wicked to prey upon us, weaponize the 61 
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forces of government power to oppress, to attack their political 62 
foes, and reward their political friends, who lie, cheat, steal, and 63 
commit egregious acts of treason, who lay upon the people 64 
burdensome laws that are themselves unlawful and injurious to 65 
their liberties, who implement policies intended to destroy the 66 
wealth of our nation and impoverish the people while they enrich 67 
themselves, who lay upon us mandates they openly flaunt, while 68 
they use the arsenals of liberty to forge the chains of tyranny, while 69 
they rage against the gentle bands and securing cords of CHRIST 70 
— whose yoke is easy, and Whose burden is light —  to replace 71 
them with the cutting, chaffing bands and enslaving cords of hell 72 
— to steal from us our liberties and bind us in cold steel of tyranny 73 
— to force upon us their LIBERAL WORLD ORDER — to grind 74 
us into poverty under their polished heels, to bind us under 75 
oppression so they can pick our pockets empty, leave us nothing 76 
for our children — who would confuse even their natural identity 77 
— these wicked dastards, vainly suppose by morphosyntactic 78 
manipulation upon the minds of children and some fools that they 79 
can effect morphallaxis of the genes and so change gender — but 80 
they are stupefied in the delusions of the morphine-of-Morpheus, 81 
where slumber many who call themselves Christian too, but who 82 
are no more Christian than the betrayer Judas — who kissed Him 83 
with treasonous lips—who say "LORD, LORD," but who daily deny 84 
Him rather than themselves. 85 
This July 4th, let us remember our heritage and resolve to 86 
DEFEND IT — TAKE SERIOUSLY YOUR NATURAL OATH: 87 
DEFEND OUR CONSTITUTION AGAINST ENEMIES BOTH 88 
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC —  89 
Let the honest Christian patriot stand firm, assert your birth right, 90 
the natural resources of this state DO NOT BELONG TO THEM, 91 
they belong to the people — we will no longer be subordinated to 92 
any three toed frogs or salamanders or forced to our knees before 93 
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your goddess Gaia — we bow to CHRIST ALONE! The earth is 94 
ours and you can't have it! 95 
Assert your liberties and if attacked, defend your LAWFUL 96 
RIGHTS lawfully — use not violence — that is the tool of tyrants, 97 
use your voice before GOD and before men — as a PRIEST, join 98 
your HIGHT PRIEST before the THRONE of your MAKER and 99 
set your petitions before the THRONE of the ALMIGHTY. 100 
His door is always open to His priests—enter, for you have 101 
obtained the MERCY bought for you by the precious blood of 102 
CHRIST, so you will there find the grace to help us in this time of 103 
need. And then, as Ambassador KINGS, go forward and speak to 104 
the dead conscience of these dastards like Ezekiel to the dead 105 
bones, that the living water may flow through you from Heaven, 106 
and quicken the conscience of these unreasonable and wicked men 107 
and women, that they might once more feel the pricks and goads of 108 
shame and reproach for their utter foolishness to deny the 109 
CREATOR's design of nature itself, and to distort the hearts of 110 
children into the image of the beast they worship, warped and 111 
twisted, as they say of themselves, into an image made like to their 112 
god—a half man, horned half goat he-she with the clipped wings of 113 
the fallen angel — reaching out for the children, drawing them 114 
under its power — trafficking them, jabbing them, confusing them, 115 
murdering them — and do not suppose when their conscience 116 
awakens to their naked shame all will reward you — oh no! Expect 117 
the devils in them to howl, to growl in guttural tones "yes, I love to 118 
kill babies," and to writhe in unseemly gyrations exhibiting openly 119 
the devils that possess them secretly, expect "Legion" to resist, and 120 
for those under the control of the spirit of the prince of the power 121 
of the air to HOWL worth his name — for YaLel is his name — the 122 
HOWLING ONE — when the conscience awakens their RAGE 123 
against the CHRIST of GOD will roar—some will foam at the 124 
mouth uncontrollably, some will twitch and jerk about, some will 125 
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stare as if not there, as fear of torment wells in their dark souls—126 
the SPIRIT of REPROOF is coming upon the WORLD and the 127 
worms will writhe and flinch as the heat of their coming 128 
JUDGMENT from the ALMIGHTY is felt in their lost souls. The 129 
next time they touch a child, Oh GOD, let them feel the 130 
unquenchable fires of Hell that you have reserved for them, and the 131 
tightening of the noose on their wicked throats tethered to the 132 
millstone — let them  look fearfully into the deep where they will 133 
be hurled — and let them feel the prick of the SWORD OF YOUR 134 
SPIRIT — and then, all who REPENT, let them be delivered and 135 
those who REBEL let them be destroyed, but let them not go on 136 
touching the innocent with their defiling decadence — compel the 137 
holders of incriminating evidence to bring forth the TRUTH into 138 
the garish (geh-rish) LIGHT, REBUKE THE lying "Christian" who 139 
loves the darkness and hates the light, who prefer to remain blind 140 
and ignorant of the reality that SATAN is that spirit that through 141 
the children of disobedience feeds his insatiable appetite for the 142 
innocence he lacks, and so likes to snack on that of children, 143 
trafficking them for sex, and adrenochrome, to steal their youth, 144 
for their blood and long to devour their souls but are never 145 
gratified for the soul belongs to GOD alone—and this constant and 146 
perpetual dissatisfaction leaves them forever empty and in need of 147 
yet more children to devour — NOW! Break forth oh LIGHT OF 148 
TRUTH — mind not the wicked pretending to be Christian who 149 
avert their eyes, call up the true CHRISTIAN PATRIOT of the 150 
KINGDOM to stand forth as WARRIOR King-Priests and see and 151 
show the TRUTH — break the power of darkness to hide these 152 
evils, remove the covering cloak of deceit worn by the Judas 153 
"Christian" wolves creeping about within the flock of GOD, CHIEF 154 
SHEPHERD come now with your ROD and your STAFF, and 155 
drive away these wolves, and by thy VOICE call out your SHEEP, 156 
and separate the goats, then expose the dogs and pigs by the 157 
LIGHT of YOUR WORD preached faithfully — 158 
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Judgment is here, though few see it clearly. Flee the kindled wrath 159 
of the SON — lest ye perish in the judgment. For even now, if you 160 
will hear His voice, if you will repent, if you will "judge yourself" 161 
you will escape the coming scourge. Save your selves from this 162 
untoward generation—repent! 163 
Happy fourth of July! It's time for your brain massage! 164 
[TRUTH] 165 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 166 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 167 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 168 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 169 
liberty. 170 
Have ye never read? The heathen (children of disobedience who 171 
refuse to acknowledge JESUS CHRIST IS LORD to the GLORY of 172 
GOD THE FATHER—by the way, let no one name the name of 173 
Christ WHO DOES NOT DEPART FROM INIQUITY — as 174 
defined in the SCRIPTURE of TRUTH)—the heathen rage, as we 175 
have daily proof—but what you can't hear, unless you have ears 176 
opened by the grace of God, and what you can't see, unless you 177 
have eyes anointed with the Balm of Christ, our Shepherd, is the 178 
laughter! God is laughing! For Psalm 2 is a prophecy in current 179 
fulfillment—and it tells us GOD IS LAUGHING! 180 
But it is not the joyful laughter of a child at play! Is it not the 181 
cynical laughter of the champion rejoicing at his victory? The next 182 
clause does say the LORD (a reference to Messiah, by the way) shall 183 
have them in derision—mocked, so we know it will have that effect. 184 
But is His laughter merely a mocking of the heathen? Maybe, but I 185 
think there is more to His laughter. You see, JEHOVAH is 186 
laughing that HIS SON, the ANOINTED, the MESSIAH will have 187 
these mocking heathen in derision. Hmmm! 188 
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I certainly don't think it's the taunting laughter of amusement at an 189 
inferior foe flailing about in utter futility against a massive power 190 
sufficient to smash its foe at a lifting and falling of a baby finger 191 
upon the arm of His glorious THRONE; surely not merely that. 192 
Not even the laughter of a loving father playing with his son, you 193 
know, with father's hand on the kid's head holding him back while 194 
the little tyke swings frantically trying to strike but cannot reach his 195 
target, and, ironically, does not think to attack the arm or the hand! 196 
Always amusing, but is this what amuses God and provokes, or 197 
evokes, His laughter? 198 
What makes Him that sitteth in the Heavens laugh? Not 199 
amusement, not cynical disdain, although I think the heathen 200 
deserve Christ's derision—Read Luke 19:27—Selah! You don't 201 
know that verse? Haven't you got a Bible? You don't! Okay, BIBLE 202 
THUMP ALERT, BIBLE THUMP ALERT — I'm about to read 203 
from the BIBLE—Jesus speaking, said, "BUT THOSE MINE 204 
ENEMIES, WHICH WOULD NOT THAT I SHOULD REIGN 205 
OVER THEM, BRING HITHER, AND SLAY THEM BEFORE 206 
ME." Fulfillment of the warning from GOD LAUGHING: "Kiss the 207 
Son, lest He be angry, and ye PERISH from the way when His 208 
wrath is kindled but a little." Maybe we are getting closer to why 209 
God is laughing! 210 
It haunts me—this laughter coming from the THRONE of the 211 
CREATOR in the context of Psalm 2, the HEATHEN are RAGING 212 
against Him and God is presented to us as LAUGHING! 213 
Is He laughing at the spectacle of absurdity He witnesses among 214 
men today! A man is a woman, is a man, is neither—does He 215 
chuckle when he hears these idiots, like Katanji, say she cannot say 216 
what a woman is, and smirks when she turns about and boasts she 217 
is the first black woman to sit upon the court? Does he snicker at 218 
the spectacle of these macaroons who identify themselves with 219 
their preferred pronouns; or these men who pretend to be female 220 
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to engage in sports against women and parade about like they are 221 
rooster among the hens—ironic—but is it to God funny? Is it 222 
funny to him that everything these people do to defy Him actually 223 
only serves to PROVE Him right? A man is a man even when he 224 
calls himself by feminine pronouns?  Does He find it amusing that 225 
these silly people have become so perverted in their hatred of Him 226 
they deny not only Him but themselves too? No! I think this rather 227 
hurts than amuses! 228 
He is not laughing at the follies of fallen man—He sees too clearly 229 
the damage, and destruction it has brought and will bring! He 230 
knows they are grooming children to become food for their 231 
selected god—Satan. And He does not laugh but weeps at this—232 
"my children are gone forth of me, and they are not." 233 
Perhaps He is laughing at the prospect of destruction He has 234 
ordained upon the wicked? But we know He does not take pleasure 235 
in the death of the wicked—the raging heathen! Why does GOD 236 
LAUGH; I mean in the context of Psalm 2? 237 
We know what does please Him—lovingkindness, judgment, and 238 
righteousness in the earth! (Jeremiah 9:24). This is what gives GOD 239 
pleasure. So, what does GOD see from His throne at this time in 240 
prophetic history—for we do now live in the days of Psalm 2?  241 
I think I see it—it's His SON! It's not a laugh of amusement, or 242 
triumph, or ironic cynicism, but the laughter of purest love and 243 
delight! He said it, "this is my beloved Son, in Whom I am well 244 
pleased." He sees His SON, and in Him the answer to His desire for 245 
lovingkindness, judgment, and righteousness IN THE EARTH. 246 
Especially there! In that place. Here. In the EARTH. Where lives 247 
the creature He made in His image and likeness, for whom He sent 248 
His Son to die that they might be saved. Do you understand that? 249 
That God SO LOVE THE WORLD THAT HE GAVE HIS ONLY 250 
BEGOTTEN SON, THAT WHOSOEVER BELIVETH IN HIM 251 
SHOULD NOT PERISH BUT HAVE EVERLASTING LIFE." 252 
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SHOULD NOT PERISH? What does that to your understanding of 253 
His warning in Psalm 2, "Kiss the son lest He be angry, and ye 254 
PERISH FROM THE WAY…" Put it together—Psalm 2:12 with 255 
John 3:16. He warned the raging heathen—"Kiss the Son, lest He be 256 
angry, and ye perish from the way when His wrath is kindled but a 257 
little," and Sent this very SON to DIE ON THE CROSS to pay their 258 
debt of sin, which is death, followed by the judgment, which is 259 
HELL FIRE and final eternal damnation in the fire and brimestone 260 
of that cosmic toxic waste dump called the "lake of fire" where the 261 
"worm" — a biblical description of the fallen soul of man — never 262 
dies but lives forever in the torment of that unquenchable fire. 263 
He Who sent His Son to die in order to provide a way of escape 264 
from that judgment would not be laughing about those who, 265 
refusing to receive His Son, will hear the awful sentence: "Depart 266 
from me, ye cursed, into the lake of everlasting fire" for even on the 267 
day of sentencing, he would remind them—"prepared for the devil 268 
and his angels." It was not prepared for you! 269 
To escape His wrath, you must KISS the SON. 270 
Kiss the SON! Ironic, is it not, that His SON was betrayed with a 271 
kiss. Many are the "Christians" who have betrayed Him with the 272 
kiss of feigned affection, proved hypocritical by their disloyalty. 273 
Who draw near Him with their mouth—and set upon His Name 274 
the kiss of public honor—but whose hearts are far from Him—275 
witnessed by their disregard for His Word, by their licking up their 276 
own vomit, and their wallowing in slop of this world—by the fact 277 
that the sooey! sooey! call of the world draws the swine to their 278 
slop, but the still small voice of the Chief Shepherd is not heard by 279 
them—yes, He is kissed by many a dog and pig and goat too, but it 280 
is not a kiss from the heart, it is a kiss of religious posturing, or of 281 
cultural indoctrination, but not the genuine affection that makes 282 
Him the master of their heart, that springs from the godly sorrow 283 
turning the soul to authentic repentance, freeing the faith our 284 
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Creator has given to every man to embrace the grace that ministers 285 
SALVATION from the wrath to come. 286 
On this July 4th — RENEW YOUR DECLARATION of 287 
FAITHFULNESS TO CHRIST who is the WAY, the TRUTH, and 288 
the LIFE — which is the fountain of all liberty, and the bedrock of 289 
our founding—and then you can RENEW your DECLARATION 290 
of the great truth springing up upon this rock—ALL MEN ARE 291 
CREATED EQUAL AND ENDOWED BY THEIR CREATOR 292 
WITH CERTAIN INALIENABLE RIGHTS — and THEN, and 293 
ONLY THEN, can you hope to RENEW THE PROCLAMATION 294 
OF LIBERTY THROUGHOUT THE LAND and renew the 295 
PROMISE OF LIBERTY AND JUSTICE FOR ALL to all men—296 
that ALL MEN MIGHT BE FREE! For the TRUTH shall make you 297 
FREE! 298 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 299 
know if you see them.  300 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 301 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 302 
email. 303 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 304 
805.314.2114. 305 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 306 
You are invited to join us this July 4th weekend at the Lighthouse, 307 
Sunday am, beginning at 9:30 am, continuing at 10:45 am, and the 308 
for our evening service at 5 pm. You will not find a group of 309 
Christian Patriots more in love with Christ our King and this great 310 
nation under God that He raised up—come to the LIGHTHOUSE, 311 
shining the LIGHT of GOD's TRUTH to help you navigate your 312 
family through these troubling times.  313 


